OVER-OVER WEAVE
Basic Two-Wire Over-Over Weave

1. Place two frame wires side by side leaving about 1/16” space between them. Slip the end of the 26
gauge wire into the space between the two frame wires with the tail sticking up.
2. Hold the tail with the thumb of your left hand as you wrap the 26 gauge wire a couple of times around
the top (farthest from you) frame wire. Next bring the weaving wire toward you and over the tops of
both frame wires.
3. Wrap the weaving wire around the lower frame wire, and then run it away from you and under both
frame wires.

4. Wrap the weaving wire once around the top frame wire and then bring it toward you and across both
frame wires.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until you reach a desired length
Basic Three-Wire Over-Over Weave

1. Place three frame wires side by side leaving about 1/16” spaces between them. Slip the end of the 26
gauge wire into the space between the top and the middle frame wires so that a short tail is sticking up.
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2. Hold the tail with the thumb of your left hand as you wrap the 26 gauge wire a couple of times around
the top frame wire. Next bring the weaving wire toward you and over the tops of the frame wires.
3. Wrap the weaving wire around the middle wire then bring it over the tops of the middle and the bottom
frame wires.

4. Wrap the weaving wire around the bottom wire and bring it to the back of the frame wires.
5. Now weaving on the back, wrap the weaving wire around the middle wire.
6. Wrap the weaving wire around the top frame wire then bring it to the front

7. Follow steps 3 through 6 above until you
reach a desired length.

Other Basic Over-Over Weaves
In four- and more wire weaves follow the same pattern by having the weaving wire go over the tops of two
frame wires at a time and always looping around the second wire of each set.

Basic four-wire weave

Basic five-wire weave

Over-Over Weave Patterns
A repeating pattern of three weaves across three frames wires/6 weaves across two bottom frame wires.
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1. Line up three frame wires leaving narrow spaces between them. Using the basic three wire over-over
weaving technique weave three times up and down across all three frame wires.
2. Next weave five times across the two bottom wires using the basic two wire over-over technique.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until desired length is reached.
You can create many other patterns using the basic over-over weaving techniques by varying
the number of frame wires you use and by selectively excluding portions of the frame wires from the weave.
Here are some examples:
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